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ABSTRACT 

 
Min-based qualitative possibilistic networks are one of the effective tools for a compact 

representation of decision problems under uncertainty. The exact approaches for computing 

decision based on possibilistic networks are limited by the size of the possibility distributions. 

Generally, these approaches are based on possibilistic propagation algorithms. An important 

step in the computation of the decision is the transformation of the DAG into a secondary 

structure, known as the junction trees. This transformation is known to be costly and represents 

a difficult problem. We propose in this paper a new approximate approach for the computation 

of decision under uncertainty within possibilistic networks. The computing of the optimal 

optimistic decision no longer goes through the junction tree construction step. Instead, it is 

performed by calculating the degree of normalization in the moral graph resulting from the 

merging of the possibilistic network codifying knowledge of the agent and that codifying its 

preferences.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Decision making under uncertainty plays an important role in Artificial Intelligence (AI) 

applications. Several decision making tools have been developed to assist decision makers in their 

tasks: simulation techniques, dynamic programming, logical decision models and graphical 

decision models. This paper focuses on graphical decision models which provide efficient 

decision tools by allowing a compact representation of decision problems under uncertainty [14]. 

A decision problem is a choice between a list of possible alternatives taking into account the 

knowledge of an agent (knowledge is sometimes tainted with uncertainties) as well as his/her 

preferences. The results of his/her decision are expressed by a set of utilities. The qualitative 

possibilistic decision model allows a progressive expression of preferences as well as knowledge 

of the decision-maker. This model offers two qualitative criteria of utilities for the approach of 

decision under uncertainty: the pessimistic decision criterion and the optimistic decision criterion. 

Interest in the issue of the calculation of qualitative decision continues to grow and many 

approaches and models have been proposed [7][12].  
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In addition to the calculation of decision, the aim of this method is to improve other methods and 

overcome their limits as regards the presentation form, the calculation time as well as the ease of 

understanding. In our work we focus on graphical decision models that provide effective tools for 

decision problems under uncertainty using a compact representation. Several evaluation methods 

have been proposed to select the optimal decision. Among these methods, there is an exact 

approach based on possibilistic networks spread. This approach requires a transformation of an 

original graph into a secondary structure called the junction tree [11] which is used then in 

various calculations. In this work, our goal is to propose a new approximate approach to compute 

the optimal optimistic decision. Our approach is based on the moral graph associated with the 

result of merging the networks representing the agent's beliefs and preferences. This approach has 

a polynomial complexity [1]. Indeed, it avoids the transformation of the initial graph into a 

junction tree which is known to be an intractable problem (NP-hard). Using the approximate 

approach provides very close answers to the exact marginal distributions [1]. 

 

The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. The next section briefly recalls the 

fundamental concepts of possibility theory and min-based possibilistic networks. The main results 

of merging min-based possibilistic networks are also briefly presented in this section. Section 3 

describes the new approach and its use in calculating the optimal optimistic decision and section 4 

concludes the paper. 

 

2. BACKGROUND 

 
2.1 Basic concepts of possibility theory  

 
This section gives a brief refresher on possibility theory which is issued from fuzzy sets theory 

[16], [13] and represents a main approach in dealing with uncertainty. Let � = �A�, A�, … , A	
 be 

a set of variables. We denote by D� = �a�, … . , a	
 the domain associated with the variable A a� denotes any instance of A. The universe of discourse is denoted by Ω =××�� ∈� �� , which is 

the Cartesian product of all variable domains in �. Each element ω ∈  Ω  is called an 

interpretation which represents a possible state of the world. It is denoted by ω = (a�, … . , a	)  
or ω = (��⋀�, … ⋀��). Where �a� |1 ≤ i ≤ n
 are the instances of the variable A�. ϕ,ψ   denote 

propositional formulas (corresponding to events, i.e., subsets of Ω) constituted from the variables 

in �. 

 

2.1.1 Possibility distribution 

 

The basic element in possibility theory is the notion of possibility distribution π which is a 

mapping from Ω to the scale [0, 1]. This distribution encodes available knowledge on real world: $(ω) = 1 means that ω is completely possible and $(ω) = 0 means that it is impossible to ω to 

be the real world. A possibility distribution $ is said to be ' − )*+,-./01, if its normalization 

degree ℎ($) is equal to  ', namely: 

 ℎ(π)  =  max π(ω) =  α                                                       (1) 

 

If ' = 1, then ϕ is said to be normalized. 

 

Given a possibility distribution ϕ on the universe of discourse Ω, two dual measures are defined 

for each event ϕ ⊆  Ω:  

 

• Possibility measure: this measure evaluates to what extent ϕ is consistent with our 

knowledge. It is given by: 
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Π(ϕ) = �π(ω): ω ∈  ϕ 
                                                         (2) 

 

• Necessity measure: it is the dual of the possibility measure. The necessity measure 

evaluates at which level ϕ is certainly implied by our knowledge. It is given by: 

 N(ϕ) = 1 − Π(ϕ)                                                                    (3) 

 

2.1.2 Possibilistic conditioning 

 
The possibilistic conditioning consists in the revision of our initial knowledge, encoded by a 

possibility distribution Π, after the arrival of a new certain information ϕ ⊆  Ω. The initial 

distribution Π is then replaced by another one, denoted Π′ = Π(. |ϕ). The two interpretations of 

the possibilistic scale (qualitative and quantitative) induce two definitions of possibilistic 

conditioning [4]. In this paper, we focus on min-based conditioning (qualitative one) defined by: 

 

Π(ω|ϕ)    = < 1           if π(ω)  =  Π(ϕ) and  ω ⊨   ϕiπ(ω)    if π(ω)  <  A(B) �)1  C  ⊨   B.0  otherwise  K                   (4) 

 

2.2 Min-based possibilistic network 

 
2.2.1 Preliminaries 

 
There are two ways of knowledge representation: a logical representation and a graphical 

representation. In this paper we are interested to the graphical representation. It is qualitative 

network. A possibilistic network is an adaptation of the probabilistic (Bayesian) network, in the 

sense where we use the same graphic structure which is the direct acyclic graph (DAG) 

 

A min-based possibilistic network [10] over a set of variables V denoted by Π LM�� =(L, $M�� ) is characterized by: 

 

• A graphical component: which is represented by a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) where 

nodes correspond to variables and arcs represent dependence relations between variables. 

• Numerical components: these components quantify different links in the DAG by using 

local possibility distributions for each node A in the context of its parents denoted by N�. 

More precisely:  

 

- For every root node O(N� = ∅), uncertainty is represented by the a priori possibility 

degree $(�), for each instance a ∈ D�, such that max $(�) = 1. 

- For the rest of the nodes O(N� ≠ ∅), uncertainty is represented by the conditional 

possibility degree $(�| N�), for each instance  a ∈ D�, and  N� ∈ D�, such 

that max $(�| N�) = 1, for any N�. 

 

The a priori and the conditional possibility degrees induce a unique joint possibility distribution 

defined by: 

 πR(A�, … . , A	) = ΠS�	(A�| U��)                                             (5) 
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2.2.2 Fusion of min-based possibilistic networks 

 
Merging uncertain information [6] is important to exploit complementarities between sources. It 

provides thus a global and complete point of view. In this paper, we are interested in conjunctive 

mode which makes sense if all sources are considered as equally and fully reliable. One of the 

basic conjunctive operators is the minimum operation (min). Given two min-based possibilistic 

networks ΠLM�� = (L, $U  ) and ΠLVM�� = (LV, $UW), the result of merging ΠL and ΠLVis 

the possibilistic network ΠL⨁ = (L⨁, $⊕ ) [15], such that: 

 ∀ ω, π⊕(ω) = min (πR(ω), πRW(ω))                                     (6) 

 

The syntactic counterpart of the fusion of two possibility distributions, associated to two 

possibilistic networks, using the min operator is a new min-based possibilistic network whose 

definition depends on the union of the two initial ones. In [15], the authors propose two principal 

classes for merging min-based possibilistic networks: 

 

• Fusion of two possibilistic networks [\ and [\Vhaving the same network structure. 

The resulting network ΠL⨁ retains the same structure: L⨁ = L = LV. The possibility 

degrees are computed as follows: for each variable 

A, $⊕(O| N�) = min($U(O| N�), $UW(O| N�)). 
 

• Fusion of two possibilistic networks [\ and [\V with different structures. Two 

cases are distinguishable: 

 

- The union of graphs is acyclic. In this case, the union of the two graphs is retained as 
the result of the fusion. The set of its variables is the union of the sets of variables 

belonging to ΠL and ΠLV. For each variable A, its parents are both ΠL and ΠLV. 
 

- The union of graphs is cyclic. Further variables are added to eliminate cycles. The 

new conditional distributions of the new variables ensure equivalence between the 

new and the old variables. 

 

For more details on the fusion of possibilistic networks see [15].  

 

3. QUALITATIVE POSSIBILISTIC DECISION 

 
In a problem of decision under uncertainty, knowledge of the decision-maker is generally not 

very informative. In other words, the agent does not know the real state of the world, but he 

knows only that this state belongs to a finite set of possible states. A decision system is defined by 

a finite set of states ] = �^�, ^�, … . , ^�
, a finite set of consequences X, a set of decisions 

noted �−= �1�, 1�, … . , 1M
, and a set of preferences among the consequences. Each decision 1� : ] → ` is a function that associates to every possible state of the world a consequence. The 

preferences among the consequences are encoded by the utility function a: ` → N where U is a 

preferably ordinal scale. 

 

The theory of possibility allows one to express the uncertain knowledge on different states of the 

world by using a possibility distribution. Indeed, it allows one to represent uncertain knowledge 

by distinguishing what is plausible to what is less plausible. It provides also a suitable mean to 

represent preferences on the consequences of decisions in order to distinguish the desirable 

consequences from the less desirable ones [9]. 
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The uncertainty on the possible states of the world is represented by a normalized possibility 

distribution π that associates to a set of state variables a value in the interval [0, 1]. Likewise, the 

preferences of the agent are represented by a different possibility distribution b that associates to 

a set of consequences a value in an ordinal scale U , represented by the interval [0,1] [8]. We 

assume that the uncertainties and preferences are commeasurable [5]. 

 

In the context of decision theory under uncertainty proposed by Savage, uncertainty of the agent 

is modeled by a probability distribution π on the set of possible states of the world and its 

preferences by a utility function b with real values on the set X of the possible consequences of 

his/her actions.  

 

In contrast, in the possibilistic framework, knowledge of the agent is modeled by a normalized 

possibilistic distribution π which is a function from states to a simply ordered scale c of 

plausibility: for a world ω, $(ω) ∈ c ∶ represents the degree of likelihood that ω is the real state 

of the world. If we consider that the information possessed by the agent on the decision problem 

is purely ordinal, it is reasonable to think that not only his/her knowledge can be expressed by a 

possibilistic distribution but also his/her preferences [3][12]. A distribution of possibilities can be 

then seen as a utility [12] function.  

 

Let b be the possibility distribution representing the agent’s preferences. b takes its values in a 

simply orderly scale in [0, 1]. As in Savage theory, an action is represented by a function d that 

associates to a world an element of X [12]. The utility of an action (decision) d in a state ω and 

whose consequence is 1(ω) ∈ ` can be evaluated by combining the possibility degrees $(ω)and 

the utilities b(1(ω)) in an appropriate manner for all the possible states of world [12]. 

 

Two evaluation criteria have been proposed to achieve such combinations assuming some form of 

commensurability between the scales of plausibility and utility [2] [12]: 

 

• Pessimistic criterion (Minimax). Criterion of a pessimistic decision maker: the chosen 

decision is that having the largest minimum utility : 

 U∗(d) =  minmaxf∈g(1 − πhi(ω), μ(ω))                           (7) 

 

• Optimistic criterion (Maximin): Criterion of an optimistic decision maker: the chosen 

decision is that having the largest maximum utility :  

 U∗(d) = maxminf∈g(πhi(ω), μ(ω))                                  (8) 

 

In this work, we are interested in the optimistic criterion for the calculation of the decision. 

 

Example 1: Let us consider the problem of deciding whether we should or not take an umbrella, 

knowing that it would rain. The two min-based possibilistic networks representing knowledge and 

preferences of the agent are denoted [klmn and  [olmn respectively. Before presenting the 

possibilistic graphs, let us first present the set of nodes used in the networks and their meanings. 

 

- R: It’s raining. 

- W: The grass is wet. 

- UM: Take the umbrella. 

- C: Cloudy atmosphere. 
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Figure1. The possibilistic networks of knowledge and preference of an agent

• Agent’s knowledge: described by the min(Lp , $p), where the graphical component GK is given by Figure 1 (a). It contains one 

possible states of the world R, one decision va

The initial possibility distributions associated with 

We suppose that the variables are binary

 

Table 1. Initial possibility distributions relative to 

   W     R   $p(q|r) 
 

       

w1    r1           0.4 

w1    r2           1.0 

w2    r1           1.0 

w2    r2           0.0 

      

      

Table 2. Initial possibility distributions relative to 

• Agent’s preferences: (Gt, μ),, where the graphical

decision variable UM and two consequences {W, C}

associated with ΠuM�� are given by Tables 3

 

Table 3. Initial possibility distributions relative to 
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possibilistic networks of knowledge and preference of an agent 

 

described by the min-based possibilistic network

, where the graphical component GK is given by Figure 1 (a). It contains one 

world R, one decision variable UM and two consequences {

The initial possibility distributions associated with ΠvM�� are given by Tables 1 

that the variables are binary. 

R         πh(R) 

r1        0.9 

r2        1.0 

 
Table 1. Initial possibility distributions relative to ΠKS�	 

 
       C     R        $p(y|r)       UM      C      $p(Nz

c1    r1           1.0 

c1    r2           0.2 

c2    r1           0.3 

c2    r2           1.0 

bio1      of2             0.8 

      bio2      of1             0 

      bio2      of2             1 

 

um1    c1           1.0

um1    c2           1.0

um2    c1           1.0

um2    c2           1.0

 

 
Table 2. Initial possibility distributions relative to ΠKS�	 

 

 expressed by the min-based possibilistic network

, where the graphical component Gt,is given by Figure 1 (b). It contains one

and two consequences {W, C}.The initial possibility distributions 

are given by Tables 3 and 4.  

W     μ (W) UM      μ (UM) 

w1          1.0 

w2          1.0 

um1          1.0 

um2          1.0 

 
Initial possibility distributions relative to ΠPS�	 

 

 

based possibilistic network ΠvM�� =
, where the graphical component GK is given by Figure 1 (a). It contains one 

riable UM and two consequences {W, C}. 

Tables 1 and 2. 

Nz|y) 

um1    c1           1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

um2    c2           1.0 

network  ΠPS�	 =
is given by Figure 1 (b). It contains one 

.The initial possibility distributions 
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       UM        W     R       μ (UM|W R)   UM     W     R       μ (UM|W R) 

 um1      w1    r1           1.0 

 um1      w1    r2           1.0 

 um1      w2    r1           1.0 

 um1      w2    r2           1.0 

um2      w1    r1           1.0 

um2     w1    r2           0.0 

um2     w2    r1           0.8 

um2     w2    r2           1.0 

 
Table 4: Initial possibility distributions relative to ΠPS�	 

 

4.  ON  THE  COMPUTATION  OF  OPTIMAL  OPTIMISTIC  DECISIONS 

BASED ON MIN-BASED FUSION 

 
This section presents the computation of qualitative  possibilistic decision which is regarded as a 

problem of merging data from two possibility distributions: the first represents agent’s beliefs and 

the second represents the qualitative utility. Knowledge and preferences of the agent are both 

represented by two separated min-based possibilistic networks, namely 

ΠvM�� = (Lp , $p) and ΠuM�� = (L| , b), respectively. In what follows, we propose a directed 

method for computing optimal optimistic decisions based on the fusion of $p and b (or ΠvM�� 

and ΠuM��). Each decision d induces a possibility distribution $p} defined as follows: 

 

π~� (ω)  =  min(π~ (ω), πi (ω))                                            (9) 

 

We recall that making a decision comes down to choosing a subset d of the decision set D which 

maximizes the optimistic qualitative utility by: 
  U∗(d)  =  maxmin

ω∈Ω (π~�  (ω),µ (ω))                                     (10) 

 

Where,  

$} (C)   = �1          .�  C    ⊨   B.0             *�ℎ0+�.^0 K                                          (11) 

 

Using equation (11), the optimistic utility decision U∗(d) becomes: 

 U∗(d)  =  maxmin
ω∈Ω �min (π~�  (ω),µ (ω)) , πi (ω)�             (12) 

 

Using technical merging of two min-based possibilistic networks, this Equation (12) down to: 

 U∗(d)  =  maxmin
ω∈Ω �min (π⨁ , πi (ω)�                                 (13) 

 

Example 2: The two DAGs (Lp  and L|) given in Example 1, Figure 1 have a different structures. 

Their union is acycles, the result of merging ΠvM��and ΠuM�� is the min-based possibilistic 

network ΠL⨁ = (L⨁, $⊕ ) where G⨁ ,  is given in Figure 2. 
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The initial possibility distributions are given by Tables 5 and 6

 
R     πh(R) 

r1        0.9 

r2        1.0 

Table 5. Initial possibility distributions relative to

        UM       W     R      

um1      w1    r1           1.0

um1      w1    r2           

um1      w2    r1           

um1      w2    r2           1.0

Table 6. Initial possibility distributions relative to

4.1 Computing optimal decisions using moral graph

 
Computing the optimistic optimal decisions amounts to find the normalization degree of the 

moral graph resulting from the merging of the two possibilistic networks codifying knowledge of 

the agent and its preferences respectively without going through the junction tree.

construction of the moral graph is done only once and has a polynomial complexity. Howeve

stabilization procedure, multiple stabilization procedure and initialization (see below) (which are 

all three polynomials) are repeated for each decision

 

1) Building the moral graph.

 

The construction of the possibilistic moral graph, 

follows: 

 

- For each variable Ai ,form a cluster

- For each edge connecting two nodes 

graph between the cluster 

to their intersection. 
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Figure2. The DAG G⨁ 

 

tributions are given by Tables 5 and 6. 

W     R   πh(W|R) 
 

C     R        πh(C|R) 

w1    r1           0.4 

w1    r2           1.0 

w2    r1           1.0 

w2    r2           0.0 

c1    r1           1.0 

c1    r2           0.2 

c2    r1           0.3 

c2    r2           1.0 

 
Initial possibility distributions relative to ΠG⨁ 

 
         µ (UM|W R)     UM        W     R        µ (UM|W R)

um1      w1    r1           1.0 

um1      w1    r2           0.0 

um1      w2    r1           0.8 

um1      w2    r2           1.0 

um2      w1    r1           1.0 

um2      w1    r2           1.0 

um2      w2    r1           1.0 

um2      w2    r2           1.0 

bio2      of1             0 

bio2      of2             1 

 
Table 6. Initial possibility distributions relative to ΠG⨁. 

 

Computing optimal decisions using moral graph 

Computing the optimistic optimal decisions amounts to find the normalization degree of the 

the merging of the two possibilistic networks codifying knowledge of 

the agent and its preferences respectively without going through the junction tree. 

construction of the moral graph is done only once and has a polynomial complexity. Howeve

stabilization procedure, multiple stabilization procedure and initialization (see below) (which are 

repeated for each decision d∗. 

al graph. 

The construction of the possibilistic moral graph, noted ��, from the initial graph is done as 

For each variable Ai ,form a cluster   C� = O� ∪ N� 

each edge connecting two nodes O�  and O� : form an undirected edge in the moral 

cluster C� and the cluster C�  labeled with a separator S�� corresponding 

(UM|W R) 

Computing the optimistic optimal decisions amounts to find the normalization degree of the 

the merging of the two possibilistic networks codifying knowledge of 

 Note that the 

construction of the moral graph is done only once and has a polynomial complexity. However, the 

stabilization procedure, multiple stabilization procedure and initialization (see below) (which are 

from the initial graph is done as 

an undirected edge in the moral 

corresponding 
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2) Initialization. 

 

For a given decision d, once the moral graph is built, we proceed to its quantification by 

taking into account the decision 1 as follows: 

- For each cluster C�, (resp. S��)  $���  ← 1. (resp. S�� ← 1)   

- For each variable O�  , choose a cluster  C�  containing  O� ∪ N� $�� ← min( $�� , $⊕(O�|N�)).  

- Encode the evidence � = 1� as likelihood Λ�(1): 
-  

Λ�(1): �1     � .^ .)^��)�.��01 �^ 1                            0     � .^ .)^��)�.��01 �^ � ��-�0 1′  ≠ 1 K            (14) 

 

- Identify a cluster  C�containing D:  $��� ← min( $��� ,  Λ�). 
 

Proposition 1: Let ΠvM�� = (Lp , $p) , be a min-based possibilistic network representing 

agent’s beliefs and ΠuM�� = (L| , b)be a min-based possibilistic network representing agent’s 

preferences. Let ΠL⨁ = (L⨁, $⊕ )  be the result of merging ΠvM�� and ΠuM�� using the min 

operator. Let ℳ�, be the moral graph corresponding to ΠL⨁generated using the above 

initialization procedure. Then, 

 U∗(d)  =  max
ω∈Ω (ℳ�(ω))                                                        (15) 

 

Where U∗(d)   is given in Equation 13. 

 

3) Simple Stability Procedure. 
 

The simple stabilization procedure ensures that the potential of each clique is in agreement with 

that of its neighbors. This procedure is applied through a mechanism of passage of messages 

between different cliques. Indeed, each separator collects information from its corresponding 

cliques in order to distribute it then to each of them in order to update them.  

 

The potentials of any adjacent clusters  C�  and  C�  (with separator S��) are updated as follows: 

 

• Collect evidence (Update separator) : 

 ]����� ← min( max    �� ���⁄   $���    , max�� ���⁄  $��� )                    (16) 

 

• Distribute evidence (Update clusters) : 

 $����� ← min( $��� ,  $������)                                                        (17) 

 $����� ← min( $��� ,  $������)                                                     (18) 

 

This procedure is defined as follows: 

 

Definition 1: Let  C�  and  C� be two adjacent clusters in a moral graph ℳ�, and let S�� be their 

separator. The separator S��is said to be stable if:  

 

 max    �� ���⁄   $���    =  max�� ���⁄  $���                                        (19) 
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Where  max    �� ���⁄  π��    is the marginal distribution of S�� defined from  $���  (resp.  $��� ). 

A moral graph ℳ� is stable if all its separators are stable. 

 

Proposition 2: Let ℳ� be a stabilized moral graph, let $ℳ� be the joint distribution encoded by 

MG after the initialization procedure. Then, 

 ∀  C�  , max $ℳ� � ≥ '                                                              (20) 

 

Where, ' is the maximum value in all clusters. 

 

4) Multiple Stability Procedure. 
 

[1] Proved that the simple stabilization procedure does not always guarantee accurate marginal. 

One needs to stabilize each clique with respect to all of its adjacent cliques but this can turns out 

to be very costly in terms of calculation if the number of cliques is important. For that, [1] has 

proposed to follows several steps in stabilizing the possibilistic moral graph over subsets of its 

adjacent cliques. Authors of [1] have proposed several progressive stabilization procedures based 

on n   parents, n   children, n   parents   children and n   neighbors by varying the value of n from 

2 up to the cardinality of the considered subset. To illustrate the multiple stabilization procedure, 
we consider the case of two parent’s stabilization. The principle of this procedure is to ensure for 

each clique, with at least two parents, its stabilization over each pair of parents. Once stability has 

been reached, the calculation of qualitative utility over a decision d will be obtained as follows: 

 

Proposition 3. Let ΠvM�� = (Lp , $p) be a min-based possibilistic network representing agent’s 

beliefs and ΠuM�� = (L| , b)a min-based possibilistic network representing agent’s preferences. 

ΠL⨁  is the result of merging of ΠvM�� and  ΠuM��by using the min operator. Let ℳ� be the 

moral graph of ΠL⨁. The computation of optimistic decisions returns to calculate the 

normalization degree of MG: 

 U∗(d)  =  max��
� $��  �                                                             (21) 

 

4.2 Algorithm 

 
The computation of the optimal optimistic decisions is obtained using the following algorithm. 

 

Algorithm : Computation of optimal optimistic decision 

Data: [klmn = (\k, ¡k): Knowledge possibilistic network 

          [olmn = (\o, ¢) : Preferences possibilistic network 

         D = {D1,…,Dn}: Set of decisions, 

Result: decisions ,¢∗ 

Begin:      [\⨁ = (\⨁, ¡⊕ )  Fusion of [klmn and  [olmn      £¤ = MoralGraph([\⨁); 

     ¢∗ ← ¥      m   ←  ¦ 

    §¨©ª    ← ¥     «¬®¯®¨°   ← ∅ 

   For i = 1...n do             ±²±³(£¤ , «m)             §¨©ª    ← ´´µ (£¤ , «m)              §¨©ª    ← ¶´µ (£¤ , «m) 
          IF §¨©ª  > ¢∗  
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                Then  «¬®¯®¨°   ← «m                                ¢∗ ← §¨©ª     
                 Else    

                           IF  §¨©ª  = ¢∗   

                                 Then     «¬®¯®¨°
                         EndIf 

          EndIf 

    Endfor 

Return <Decision > 

End 

 

 

Example 3: Let us continue with Example 2. We need to compute the optimal optimistic decision 

UM = {um1; um2}. First, we start by constructing the moral graph (see Figure3) associated with 

the graph L⨁ (Figure 2) representing the

contains four cluster C1 = {R},

separator S12 = {R}, S12 = {R}, S13 = {R}, S23 = {R}, S24 = {w} and S34 = {c}

 

Then, for each decision value in UM = 

compute the normalization degree associated with the moral graph.

Figure.

            ω                        
r1  w1 c1 um1           

r1  w1 c1 um2           

r1  w1 c2 um1           

r1  w1 c2 um2           

r1  w2 c1 um1           

r1  w2 c1 um2           

r1  w2 c2 um1           

r1  w2 c2 um2           

 

Step 1: UM= um1 

 

In this case, the fact that UM = um1 is encoded interns of likelihood a
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 «¬®¯®¨°   ← «¬®¯®¨° ∪ «m 

Let us continue with Example 2. We need to compute the optimal optimistic decision 

First, we start by constructing the moral graph (see Figure3) associated with 

(Figure 2) representing the fusion of ΠvM�� and ΠuM��. The resulted moral graph

}, C2 = {R, W}, C3= {R, C} and C4 = {R, W, UM}

, S12 = {R}, S13 = {R}, S23 = {R}, S24 = {w} and S34 = {c}. 

Then, for each decision value in UM = {um1; um2}, we must run the algorithm in order to 

degree associated with the moral graph. 

 
.3. Moral Graph MG of th DAG in Figure 2 

     $ℳ�                ω                           $ℳ�           
           0.3 

           0.3 

           0.0 

           1.0 

           0.3 

           0.3 

           0.4 

           0.4 

r2  w1 c1 um1            0.0 

r2  w1 c1 um2            0.0 

r2  w1 c2 um1            0.0 

r2  w1 c2 um2            0.0 

r2  w2 c1 um1            0.8 

r2  w2 c1 um2            0.9 

r2  w2 c2 um1            0.2 

r2  w2 c2 um2            0.2 

 
Table 7. Joint distribution πℳ�    

In this case, the fact that UM = um1 is encoded interns of likelihood a s follows: 
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Let us continue with Example 2. We need to compute the optimal optimistic decision 

First, we start by constructing the moral graph (see Figure3) associated with 

. The resulted moral graph 

UM} and their 

 

must run the algorithm in order to 
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Λ¸¹(�,1): � 1   Nz .^ .)^��)�.��01 �^ �,1
0    Nz .^ .)^��)�.��01 �^ �,2K 

 

The table 8 represents the joint distribution encoded by ℳ� after the initialization procedure us. 

 

            ω                           πℳ�                ω                           πℳ�           
r1  w1 c1 um1           0.3 

r1  w1 c1 um2           0.0 

r1  w1 c2 um1           0.0 

r1  w1 c2 um2           0.0 

r1  w2 c1 um1           0.3 

r1  w2 c1 um2           0.0 

r1  w2 c2 um1           0.4 

r1  w2 c2 um2           0.0 

r2  w1 c1 um1            0.0 

r2  w1 c1 um2            0.0 

r2  w1 c2 um1            0.0 

r2  w1 c2 um2            0.0 

r2  w2 c1 um1            0.8 

r2  w2 c1 um2            0.0 

r2  w2 c2 um1            0.2 

r2  w2 c2 um2            0.0 

 
Table 8. Joint distributions πℳ�  after the initialization procedure 

 

Once the moral graph is quantified, then the simple stabilization procedure allows us to compute 

the normalization degree of the moral graph which corresponds to the normalization degree of 

any cluster. Using this procedure, we obtain: 

  R       π�� R    W     π�� R    C       π�» W  C   UM    π�¼ W  C   UM   π�¼ 

r1   0.9 

r2   0.9 

r1  w1    0.4 

r1  w2    0.9 

r2  w1    0.9 

r2  w2    0.0 

 

r1  w1    0.9 

r1  w2    0.3 

r2  w1    0.2 

r2  w2    0.9 

 

w1 c1 um1    0.9 

w1 c1 um2   0.0 

w1 c2 um1   0.0 

w1 c2 um2   0.0 

 

w2 c1 um1    0.8 

w2 c1 um2    0.0 

w2 c2 um1    0.9 

w2 c2 um2    0.0 

 
 

Table 9. Normalized potentials with UM=um1  

 ,�½¾�� = ,�½¾�� = ,�½¾�» = ,�½¾�¼ = 0.9 

 

From the table 8 we can check that:  h�πℳ� � = 0.8 ≠ 0.9, which means that the moral graph is 

not consistent. So we must to re-stabilize the moral graph using the multiple. stability procedure. 

Using this procedure, we obtain: 

 ,�½¾�� = ,�½¾�� = ,�½¾�» = ,�½¾�¼ = 0.8      

 

The normalization degree of the moral graph is:  U∗(um1) = 0.8 

 

Step 2: UM= um2 

 

We repeat the same procedure described in the previous step, with: 

 

Λ¸¹(�,2): � 1   Nz .^ .)^��)�.��01 �^ �,2
0    Nz .^ .)^��)�.��01 �^ �,1K 

Then, we get: 

 U∗(um2) = ,�½¾�� = ,�½¾�� = ,�½¾�» = ,�½¾�¼ = 1.0 
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Thus, we can conclude that the optimal decision is UM = um2 with the maximal qualitative 

utility which equals 1.0 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

 
In this paper, we proposed a new approximate approach for the computation of the qualitative 

possibilistic optimal optimistic decision in a graphical context. Our approach first merges 

possibilistic networks associated with uncertain knowledge and possibilistic networks associated 

with agent's preferences. We then showed that computing optimistic decisions comes down to 

computing a normalization degree of the moral graph associated to the result graph of merging 

agent's beliefs and preferences networks. 

 

This approach allows one to avoid the transformation of the initial graph into a junction tree 

which is known as a difficult problem. This approach is interesting when accurate approaches 

fail, i.e., when the generation of the local possibility distributions by the standard algorithm is 

impossible or takes a too long response time. In such case, our approach provides answers that are 

very close to the exact marginal distributions. 
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